The design engineers for harbor structures normally learned the trades from their company or self-educated at the beginning of their career. Due to this unsystematic education approach, each design company has its own design format and accumulated design databases. Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop a design program for personnel computer usage that enables young engineers to learn about designing of harbor structures such as caisson type of breakwaters.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, harbor structures have become an important infrastructure from the perspective of environmental sustainability, safe costal management, and international trade. 
CONCLUSION
Through the above process, using this program, young engineer can learn the whole process and examine closely details of design flow and design code. Especially, the output comes out excel file so that users can review whole design process and also details. Also, this system also helps young engineers to verify all input and output values where they can grasp theoverall design concepts and procedures.
Ultimately, this program makes it possible to optimization of the total price.
